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Extending the flexible parametric survival model for competing risks
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Abstract. Competing risks are present when the patients within a dataset could experience one or more of several exclusive events and the occurrence of any one of these could impede the event of interest. One of the measures of interest for analyses of this type is the cumulative incidence function. stpm2cif is a postestimation command used to generate predictions of the cumulative incidence function after fitting a flexible parametric survival model using stpm2. There is also the option to generate confidence intervals, cause-specific hazards, and two other measures that will be discussed in further detail. The new command is illustrated through a simple example.
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1 Introduction

In survival analysis, if interest lies in the true probability of death from a particular cause, then it is important to appropriately account for competing risks. Competing risks occur when patients are at risk of more than one mutually exclusive event, such as death from different causes (Putter, Fiocco, and Geskus 2007). The occurrence of a competing event may prevent the event of interest from ever occurring. It therefore seems logical to conduct an analysis that considers these competing risks. The two main measures of interest for analyses of this type are the cause-specific hazard and the cumulative incidence function. The cause-specific hazard is the instantaneous risk of dying from a specific cause given that the patient is still alive at a particular time. The cumulative incidence function is the proportion of patients who have experienced a particular event at a certain time in the follow-up period. Several methods are already available to estimate this; however, it is not always clear which approach should be used.

In this article, we explain how to fit flexible parametric models using the stpm2 command by estimating the cause-specific hazard for each cause of interest in a competing-risks situation. The stpm2cif command is a postestimation command used to estimate the cumulative incidence function for up to 10 competing causes along with confidence intervals, cause-specific hazards, and two other useful measures.
2 Methods

If a patient is at risk from \( K \) different causes, the cause-specific hazard, \( h_k(t) \), is the risk of failure at time \( t \) given that no failure from cause \( k \) or any of the \( K-1 \) other causes has occurred. In a proportional hazards model, \( h_k(t) \) is

\[
h_k(t | Z) = h_{k,0}(t) \exp \left( \beta_k^T Z \right)
\]  

(1)

where \( h_{k,0}(t) \) is the baseline cause-specific hazard for cause \( k \), and \( \beta_k \) is the vector of parameters for covariates \( Z \). The cumulative incidence function, \( C_k(t) \), can be derived from the cause-specific hazards through the equation

\[
C_k(t) = \int_0^t h_k(u | Z) \prod_{k=1}^K S_k(u) du
\]  

(2)

where \( \prod_{k=1}^K S_k(u) du = \exp \left( - \int_0^t \sum_{k=1}^K h_k \right) \) is the overall survival function (Prentice et al. 1978).

Several programs are currently available in Stata that can compute the cumulative incidence function. The command stcompet calculates the function by using the Kaplan–Meier estimator of the overall survival function (Coviello and Boggess 2004). It therefore does not allow for the incorporation of covariate effects. A follow-on to stcompet is stcompadj, which fits the cumulative incidence function based on the Cox model or the flexible parametric regression model (Coviello 2009). However, it only allows one competing event, and because the regression models are built into the command internally, it does not allow users to specify their own options with stcox or stpm2. Finally, Fine and Gray’s (1999) proportional subhazards model can be fit using stcrreg.

The flexible parametric model was first proposed by Royston and Parmar in 2002. The approach uses restricted cubic spline functions to model the baseline log cumulative hazard. It has the advantage over other well-known models such as the Cox model because it produces smooth predictions and can be extended to incorporate complex time-dependent effects, again through the use of restricted cubic splines. The Stata implementation of the model using stpm2 is described in detail elsewhere (Royston and Parmar 2002; Lambert and Royston 2009). Both the cause-specific hazard (1) and the overall survival function can be obtained from the flexible parametric model to give the integrand in (2). This can be done by fitting separate models for each of the \( k \) causes, but this will not allow for shared parameters. It is possible to fit one model for all \( k \) causes simultaneously by stacking the data so that each individual patient has \( k \) rows of data, one for each of the \( k \) causes. Table 1 illustrates how the data should look once they have been stacked (in the table, CVD stands for cardiovascular disease). Each patient can fail from one of three causes. Patient 1 is at risk from all three causes for 10 years but does not experience any of them and so is censored. Patient 2 is at risk from all three causes for eight years but then experiences a cardiovascular event. By expanding
the dataset, one can allow for covariate effects to be shared across the causes, although it is possible to include covariates that vary for each cause.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>CVD</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Syntax

```
stsmt2cif newvarlist, cause1(varname # [varname # ...]) cause2(varname #
[varname # ...]) cause3(varname # [varname # ...]) ...
cause10(varname # [varname # ...]) obs(#) ci mint(#) maxt(#)
timetype(newvar) hazard contmort conthaz
```

The names specified in `newvarlist` coincide with the order of the causes inputted in the options.

3.1 Options

- `cause1(varname # [varname # ...])` ... `cause10(varname # [varname # ...])` request that the covariates specified by the listed `varname` be set to # when predicting the cumulative incidence functions for each cause. `cause1()` and `cause2()` are required.
- `obs(#)` specifies the number of observations (of time) to predict. The default is `obs(1000)`. Observations are evenly spread between the minimum and maximum values of follow-up time.
- `ci` calculates a 95% confidence interval for the cumulative incidence function and stores the confidence limits in `CIF_newvar_lci` and `CIF_newvar_uci`.
- `mint(#)` specifies the minimum value of follow-up time. The default is set as the minimum event time from `stset`.
- `maxt(#)` specifies the maximum value of follow-up time. The default is set as the maximum event time from `stset`.
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`timename(newvar)` specifies the time variable generated during predictions for the cumulative incidence function. The default is `timename(newt)`. This is the variable for time that needs to be used when plotting curves for the cumulative incidence function and the cause-specific hazard function.

`hazard` predicts the cause-specific hazard function for each cause.

`contmort` predicts the relative contribution to total mortality.

`conthaz` predicts the relative contribution to hazard.

4 Example

Data were used on 506 patients with prostate cancer who were randomly allocated to treatment with diethylstilbestrol. The data have been used previously to illustrate the command `stcompet` (Coviello and Boggess 2004). Patients are classified as alive or having died from one of three causes: cancer (the event of interest), cardiovascular disease (CVD), or other causes. To use `stpm2cif`, the user must first expand the dataset:

```plaintext
. use prostatecancer
. expand 3
   (1012 observations created)
. by id, sort: generate cause= _n
. generate cancer = cause==1
. generate cvd = cause==2
. generate other = cause==3
. generate treatcancer = treatment*cancer
. generate treatcvd = treatment*cvd
. generate treatother = treatment*other
. generate event = (cause==status)
```

The data have been expanded so that each patient has three rows of data, one for each cause as shown in table 1. Three indicator variables have been created for each of the three competing causes and interactions between `treatment`. Three causes have also been generated. The indicator variable `event` defines whether a patient has died and the cause of death. We now need to `stset` the data and run `stpm2`.
Competing risks

```
. stset time, failure(event)
  failure event: event != 0 & event < .
  obs. time interval: (0, time]
  exit on or before: failure

  1518 total obs.
  0 exclusions

  1518 obs. remaining, representing
  356 failures in single record/single failure data
  54898.8 total analysis time at risk, at risk from t = 0
  earliest observed entry t = 0
  last observed exit t = 76

. stpm2 cancer cvd other treatcancer treatcvd treatother, scale(hazard)
   > rcsbaseoff dftvc(3) nocons tvc(cancer cvd other) eform no log

Log likelihood = -1150.4866  Number of obs = 1518

| exp(b) | Std. Err. | z     | P>|z|  |  [95% Conf. Interval] |
|--------|-----------|------|------|-------------------|
| xb     |           |      |      |                   |
| cancer | 0.2363179 | 0.0275697 | -12.37 | 0.000 | 0.188015 | 0.2970303 |
| cvd    | 0.1801668 | 0.0238668 | -12.94 | 0.000 | 0.1389876 | 0.2335983 |
| other  | 0.1008464 | 0.0238668 | -12.94 | 0.000 | 0.070895 | 0.1335983 |
| treatcancer | 0.6722196 | 0.1096964 | -12.76 | 0.000 | 0.4882109 | 0.9285819 |
| treatcvd | 1.188189  | 0.0139015 | -10.70 | 0.000 | 1.053815 | 1.324565 |
| treatother | 0.6345498 | 0.0238668 | -12.94 | 0.000 | 0.4382109 | 0.9285819 |
| _rcs_cancer1 | 3.501847 | 0.44435 | 7.88 | 0.000 | 2.637088 | 4.540625 |
| _rcs_cancer2 | 0.8842712 | 0.0742915 | -11.80 | 0.000 | 0.7600191 | 1.048584 |
| _rcs_cancer3 | 1.046436 | 0.0371625 | -11.80 | 0.000 | 0.9760756 | 1.121868 |
| _rcs_cvd1 | 2.841936 | 0.2619063 | 11.13 | 0.000 | 2.372299 | 3.405465 |
| _rcs_cvd2 | 0.8772848 | 0.0498866 | -17.70 | 0.000 | 0.7847607 | 0.980176 |
| _rcs_cvd3 | 1.008804 | 0.052009 | 11.13 | 0.000 | 0.942175 | 1.075465 |
| _rcs_other1 | 2.751505 | 0.3563037 | 7.72 | 0.000 | 2.134738 | 3.458467 |
| _rcs_other2 | 0.7962094 | 0.0558599 | -13.94 | 0.000 | 0.6893208 | 0.913576 |
| _rcs_other3 | 0.9614597 | 0.0512891 | -14.94 | 0.000 | 0.8660117 | 1.067428 |
```

By including the three cause indicators (`cancer`, `cvd`, and `other`) as both main effects and time-dependent effects (using the `tvc()` option), we have fit a stratified model with three separate baselines, one for each cause. For this reason, we have used the `rcsbaseoff` option together with the `nocons` option, which excludes the baseline hazard from the model. The interactions between treatment and the three causes have also been included in the model. This estimates a different treatment effect for each of the three causes. The hazard ratios (95% confidence intervals) for the treatment effect are 0.67 [0.49, 0.93], 1.19 [0.85, 1.66], and 0.63 [0.38, 1.06] for cancer, CVD, and other causes, respectively.

Now that we have run `stpm2`, we can run the new postestimation command `stpm2cif` to obtain the cumulative incidence function for each cause. Because we have two groups of patients, treated and untreated, we must run the command twice. This will give separate cumulative incidence functions for the treated and the untreated groups and for each of the three causes.
The `cause1()` to `cause3()` options give the linear predictor for each of the three causes for which we want a prediction. The commands have generated six new variables containing the cumulative incidence functions. The untreated group members are denoted with a 0 at the end of the variable name, and the treated group members are denoted with a 1. These labels come from the input into `newvarlist` in the above command line. The six cumulative incidence functions are therefore labeled `CIF_cancer0`, `CIF_cvd0`, `CIF_other0`, `CIF_cancer1`, `CIF_cvd1`, and `CIF_other1`. Each of these variables has a corresponding high and low confidence bound, for example, `CIF_cancer0_lci` and `CIF_cancer1_uci`. These were created because the `ci` option was specified. The `maxt()` option has been specified to restrict the predictions for the cumulative incidence function to a maximum follow-up time of 60 months; this was done for illustrative purposes only.

By specifying the `hazard` option, we have generated cause-specific hazards that correspond with each of the cumulative incidence functions. These are labeled as `h_cancer0`, `h_cvd0`, `h_other0`, `h_cancer1`, `h_cvd1`, and `h_other1`. The options `contmort` and `conthaz` are the two additional measures mentioned previously. The `contmort` option produces what we have named the “relative contribution to the total mortality”. This is essentially the cumulative incidence function for each specific cause divided by the sum of all the cumulative incidence functions. It can be interpreted as the probability that you will die from a particular cause given that you have died by time $t$. The `conthaz` option produces what we have named the “relative contribution to the overall hazard”. This is similar to the last measure in that it is the cause-specific hazard for a particular cause divided by the sum of all the cause-specific hazards. It can be interpreted as the probability that you will die from a particular cause given that you die at time $t$. 
If we plot the cumulative incidence functions for each cause against time, we can achieve plots as shown in figure 1.

![Cumulative incidence of cancer, CVD, and other causes of death in treated and untreated patients with prostate cancer](image)

Figure 1. Cumulative incidence of cancer, CVD, and other causes of death in treated and untreated patients with prostate cancer.

The plots in figure 1 give the actual probabilities of dying from each cause, taking into account the competing causes. The treated group have a lower probability of dying from cancer or other causes compared with the untreated group, but have a higher probability of dying from CVD.

The model fit above is relatively simple because it only considers treatment as a predictor for the three causes of death. Age is an important factor when fitting the probability of death, so we shall now consider a model including age as a continuous variable with a time-dependent effect. Although the effect of age will most likely differ between the three causes of death, for demonstrative purposes, we will assume that the effect of age can be shared across all three causes. This is one of the main advantages of stacking the data as shown previously. The *stpm2* command can be rerun to include age in both the variable list and the `tvc()` option. The three cause indicators (*cancer*, *cvd*, and *other*) remain as time-dependent effects with 3 degrees of freedom to maintain the stratified model with three separate baselines. Age is now included as a time-dependent effect with only 1 degree of freedom.
As before, we can now use the \texttt{stpm2cif} command to obtain the cumulative incidence functions for cancer, CVD, and other causes. This time, we want to predict for ages 65 and 75 in both of the two treatment groups, so we will need to run the command four times.

\begin{verbatim}
   . stpm2cif age65cancer0 age65cvd0 age65other0, cause1(cancer 1 age 65) cause2(cvd 1 age 65) cause3(other 1 age 65) ci hazard contmortal cont haz maxt(60)
   . stpm2cif age65cancer1 age65cvd1 age65other1, cause1(cancer 1 treatcancer 1 age 65) cause2(cvd 1 treatcvd 1 age 65) cause3(other 1 treatother 1 age 65) ci hazard contmortal cont haz maxt(60)
   . stpm2cif age75cancer0 age75cvd0 age75other0, cause1(cancer 1 age 75) cause2(cvd 1 age 75) cause3(other 1 age 75) ci hazard contmortal cont haz maxt(60)
   . stpm2cif age75cancer1 age75cvd1 age75other1, cause1(cancer 1 treatcancer 1 age 75) cause2(cvd 1 treatcvd 1 age 75) cause3(other 1 treatother 1 age 75) ci hazard contmortal cont haz maxt(60)
\end{verbatim}

The \texttt{stpm2cif} commands have generated 12 new variables for the cumulative incidence functions, labeled \texttt{CIF.age65cancer0}, \texttt{CIF.age65cvd0}, \texttt{CIF.age65other0}, \texttt{CIF.age65cancer1}, \texttt{CIF.age65cvd1}, \texttt{CIF.age65other1}, \texttt{CIF.age75cancer0}, \texttt{CIF.age75cvd0}, \texttt{CIF.age75other0}, \texttt{CIF.age75cancer1}, \texttt{CIF.age75cvd1}, and \texttt{CIF.age75other1}. A 65 next to \texttt{age} represents the prediction for those 65 years old; a 75 represents a prediction for those 75 years old.
Rather than plotting the cumulative incidence function as a line for each cause separately as we did previously, we display them by stacking them on top of each other. This produces a graph as shown in figure 2. To do this, we need to generate new variables that sum up the cumulative incidence functions. This is done for each of the two treatment groups and two ages. The code shown below is for the 65-year-olds in the treatment group only.

```stata
. generate age65treat1 = CIF_age65cancer1
   (518 missing values generated)
. generate age65treat2 = age65treat1+CIF_age65cvd1
   (518 missing values generated)
. generate age65treat3 = age65treat2+CIF_age65other1
   (518 missing values generated)
. twoway (area age65treat3 _newt, sort fintensity(100))
  > (area age65treat2 _newt, sort fintensity(100))
  > (area age65treat1 _newt, sort fintensity(100)), ylabel(0(0.2)1, angle(0)
  > format(%3.1f)) ytitle("") xtitle(""")
  > legend(order(3 "Cancer" 2 "CVD" 1 "Other") rows(1) size(small))
  > title("Treated") plotregion(margin(zero)) scheme(sj)
  > saving(treatedage65, replace)
```

Figure 2. Stacked cumulative incidence of cancer, CVD, and other causes of death for those aged 65 and 75 in treated and untreated patients with prostate cancer
The results in figure 2 allow us to visualize the total probability of dying in both the treated and the untreated groups for those aged 65 and 75 and allow us to see how this is broken down by the specific causes. As expected, the total probability of death is higher for the oldest age in both treatment groups. The distribution of deaths across the three causes in each treatment group is roughly the same for both ages. Again we see that although the treatment reduces the total probability of death, it actually increases the probability of death from CVD.

Using a similar process to the one used above to obtain the stacked cumulative incidence plots, we can also produce stacked plots of the relative contribution to the total mortality and the relative contribution to the hazard. These graphs are shown in figures 3 and 4.

Figure 3. Relative contribution to the total mortality for those aged 65 and 75 in treated and untreated patients with prostate cancer

Figure 2 shows the relative contribution to the total mortality for those aged 65 and 75 in the two treatment groups. If we focus on the 65-year-olds in the treated group, the plot shows us that given a patient 65 years old is going to die by 40 months if treated, then the probability of dying from cancer is 0.39, the probability of dying from CVD is 0.48, and the probability of dying from other causes is 0.13. However, if the patient is untreated, then the same probabilities are 0.49, 0.34, and 0.17, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the relative contribution to the overall hazard for those aged 65 and 75 in the two treatment groups. Again, if we focus on the 65-year-olds in the treated group, the plot shows us that given a patient 65 years old is going to die at 40 months if treated, then the probability of dying from cancer is 0.39, the probability of dying from CVD is 0.45, and the probability of dying from other causes is 0.16. However, if the patient is untreated, then the same probabilities are 0.48, 0.32, and 0.20, respectively.

5 Conclusion

The new command \texttt{stpm2cif} provides an extension to the command \texttt{stpm2} to enable users to estimate the cumulative incidence function through the flexible parametric function. We hope that it will be a useful tool in medical research.
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